
How to improve your chance of passing – become examinee 
 
• The exam is not designed to turn you into a legal expert. Instead you will be a well-

informed professional accountant. 
 

• To pass law paper first you need technical knowledge, secondly you able to apply 
knowledge and thirdly you need writing skills. Never memorize something that you 
don’t understand. 

 

• Study law with confidence and to pass the exam you need to cover the syllabus 
thoroughly.  
 

• Many students fail because they use out of date law, therefore, ensure that 
material you are about to study is up to date.  

 

• Read past papers, their solutions, marking schemes together with examiner’s 
comments. Learn from overall comments and question-wise comments of 
examiner, which are eye opener for students. 

 

• Attend classes regularly with present mind and interact with teacher. 
 

• Avoid selective studies. 
 

• Improve your writing skills, attend college tests and take feedback from your 
teacher. Write your daily class work. 
 

• Become examinee rather just student. You must solve at least 2 past papers within 
allotted time of 3 hours to judge your ability of handling your exam question paper. 
Make self-assessment.   

 

• Rest adequately before exam and make yourself comfortable for exam. 
 

• 10 to 11 questions with sub-questions are a lot to answer in three hours so your 
exam technique is very important, especially: 

 

▪ Time management - 15 to 18 minutes per question. 
 

▪ Deciding on the order which you attempt questions carefully - use your 15 
minutes reading and planning time to make sure that you attempt your best 
topics first. Do not just pick your favorite topic, try to evaluate whether 
another question is easier to answer even it is not your favorite topic. Don’t 
stick on a single question. 
 

▪ Answer each section of paper in one go. Don’t mix mercantile law and 
company law sections.  

 

▪ Reading the question carefully – make sure you identify precisely the key 
issues requiring your attention. 

 

▪ Only answer question set – do not stray into irrelevant areas and write 
stories, you will gain no marks and loose time. At every point in the 
examination, you must ask yourself whether you are answering the question 
asked. Don’t repeat points. 

 

▪ Quoting the section number of law is not important instead relevant 
provision of law and its application. 

 

▪ Short questions and definitions of important concepts can often earn you 
easy marks. 


